
Printing Using Household Items

Funky Foam Stamps

WHAT YOU WILL NEED: 

Wood or Card for backing
Paper 
Scissors/craft knife
Pencil 
Ballpoint Pen
Small piece of sponge
Paintbrush
Hot glue gun/PVA Glue
Oil Based Varnish (Optional)
Funky foam (from craft shops and suppliers or an old exercise 
mat!)
Newspaper
Old towel
Baby wipes

Tips

Funky Foam - look in childrens section 
Print off your design from a computer but remember to mirror image it. 
Some printers you can do this at the print stage.  Alternatively go to 
Draw in Word and use flip/rotate.
PVA glue wooden block and leave for 24 hours before applying funky 
foam design.  PVA glue is water resistant for a period of time.
Remember when drawing your picture or design to mirror image it.
Use a paintbrush to apply different colours to the same design.
Print onto paper in the first instance then onto fabric.
Always clean stamps with baby wipes or running water
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GETTING STARTED

1. Cut the wood to size and sand off rough edges. Alternatively 
cut card to the desired size.

2. Measure a piece of paper slightly smaller than your wooden 
or card block.

3. Draw your design on the paper in pencil, remember to mirror 
image it.

4. Using the paper as a template, draw your paper shape onto 
the funky foam using a pencil or ballpoint.  Alternatively draw 
your shape straight onto the funky foam.

5. Cut your shape out of the funky foam using scissors or a 
craft knife.

6. Key your wood block with a knife or sand paper for a 
stronger hold.  PVA the wooden block and dry thoroughly. 
(NB:  varnish option below).

7. Using hot glue gun or PVA glue onto the back of the foam 
design, right up to the edges, stick your foam shape onto the 
wooden block.  Once it is on, turn your block over and add 
pressure for a stronger hold.  Remember you will get a 
reverse image when printing, so any letters or numbers must 
be glued down in reverse.

8. Optional - If you wish you can varnish your block back and 
front.  Varnish right up to the foam to make the wood water 
tight.  Leave to dry overnight. 

9. Your block is now ready for printing.  Use fabric paint (follow 
manufacturer’s instructions) or water based paints.  Use a 
paintbrush to apply different colours to the same design.  Try 
applying with sponges or straight from an ink pad.

10. Print onto your paper or fabric with a towel and newspaper 
on the top.  The soft surface helps the image.

11. Always wash your block using a soft brush and dry 
thoroughly.
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